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a b s t r a c t

Heterogeneous and aggregate vectors are the two widely used feature vectors in fixed text keystroke
authentication. In this paper, we address the question ‘‘Which vectors, heterogeneous, aggregate, or a com-
bination of both, are more discriminative and why?’’ We accomplish this in three ways – (1) by providing an
intuitive example to illustrate how aggregation of features inherently reduces discriminability; (2) by for-
mulating ‘‘discriminability’’ as a non-parametric estimate of Bhattacharya distance, we show theoreti-
cally that the discriminability of a heterogeneous vector is higher than an aggregate vector; and (3) by
conducting user recognition experiments using a dataset containing keystrokes from 33 users typing a
32-character reference text, we empirically validate our theoretical analysis. To compare the discrimina-
bility of heterogeneous and aggregate vectors with different combinations of keystroke features, we con-
duct feature selection analysis using three methods: (1) ReliefF, (2) correlation based feature selection,
and (3) consistency based feature selection. Results of feature selection analysis reinforce the findings
of our theoretical analysis.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Two types of keystroke feature vectors are widely used in fixed
text authentication systems: (1) heterogeneous vectors, which
have both key hold and key interval latencies as constituent fea-
tures and (2) aggregate vectors, which can have key press latencies,
key release latencies, or trigraphs as constituent features. Obaidat
and Sadoun (1997) empirically showed that feature vectors with
key hold and key interval latencies combined and Robinson et al.
(1998) empirically showed that feature vectors with key hold and
key press latencies combined resulted in better authentication per-
formance than with vectors made from key press or key hold laten-
cies alone. Both studies explained the performance improvement
by stating that combining features increases the dimensionality
of a feature vector, which may result in better discrimination of
users.

In spite of the preliminary evidence on the advantage of com-
bining keystroke features, the composition of feature vectors used
for fixed text authentication has been quite ad hoc in the literature.
As an example, in Table 1, we list nine fixed text authentication
studies that have appeared during 2000–2009. A scan through
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the column ‘Feature Vector Type’ reveals how the feature vector
composition in each study differs, ranging from vectors containing
key press latencies alone to vectors containing combinations of key
hold, key interval, key press, and key release latencies. Surpris-
ingly, only three out of the nine studies provided empirical justifi-
cations for their choice of the feature vector. The studies are: (1)
Bergandano et al. (2002), justified their choice of using a vector
of trigraphs by showing that trigraphs had the best mean intra-
user and inter-user distances compared to digraphs or 4-graphs
for their data; (2) Yu and Cho (2003), demonstrated that key press
and key interval latencies selected using a wrapper feature selec-
tion technique reduced the average false accept rate (FAR) from
15.78% (with all key hold and key interval latencies) to 3.54% (with
only three selected latencies) at 0% false reject rate (FRR); and (3)
Hosseinzadeh and Krishnan (2008), tested their Guassian Mixture
Model method with feature vectors constituting key press laten-
cies, key release latencies, key hold latencies, and their combina-
tions. They showed that the best performance (4.3% FAR at 4.8%
FRR) was achieved using a vector of key hold and key release
latencies.

Considering the existing disparity in the types of feature vectors
used in fixed text authentication literature, one question immedi-
ately arises – What type of feature vector, heterogeneous, aggregate,
or a combination of both, is good and why? In this paper, we address
the question from three standpoints: (1) intuitive standpoint –
using an example, we illustrate how the aggregation of features
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Table 1
Nine studies in fixed text user authentication. The second column indicates the type
of feature vector used in each study.

Paper Feature Vector Type

Haider et al. (2000) Aggregate (key press)
Bergandano et al.

(2002)
Aggregate (trigraphs)

Yu and Cho (2003) Heterogeneous (key hold and key interval)
Sheng et al. (2005) Heterogeneous (key hold and key interval)
Revett et al. (2005) Aggregate (key press)
Arajo et al. (2005) Heterogeneous and aggregate (key press, key hold,

key interval)
Filho and Freire (2006) Aggregate (key press)
Hosseinzadeh and

Krishnan (2008)
Heterogeneous and aggregate (key hold, key
release, and key press)

Giot et al. (2009) Heterogeneous and aggregate (key press, key hold,
key interval, key release)
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effects ‘‘discriminability’’ (i.e., the ability of a feature vector to dis-
tinguish one user from another); (2) theoretical standpoint – we
show theoretically why heterogeneous vectors are preferable over
aggregate vectors; and (3) empirical standpoint – we validate our
theoretical analysis through classification experiments and use
feature selection analysis to compare the performance of combina-
tions of features with heterogeneous and aggregate vectors. The
contributions of our paper follow.

1.1. Contributions of our paper

We present a theoretical analysis to show how heterogeneous
vectors can have higher discriminability than aggregate vectors.
For our theoretical analysis, we formulate the discriminability of
a keystroke vector as a kernel density estimate of Bhattacharya
distance between class-conditional densities. This formulation
avoids making explicit assumptions on the distributions of class-
conditional densities, allows a realistic representation of discrimi-
nability as the ‘‘geometric’’ distance between the users’ samples,
and facilitates an analysis that is independent of the underlying
recognition method.

We validate our theoretical analysis with user recognition
experiments on a keystroke dataset obtained from 33 users typing
a fixed 32-character reference text. We used four classifiers: (1)
naive Bayes, (2) tree augmented naive Bayes, (3) k-nearest neigh-
bor, and (4) ridge logistic regression for user recognition. Results
clearly demonstrate the superiority of heterogeneous vectors over
aggregate vectors.

We perform feature selection analysis to compare the perfor-
mance of different combinations of features with heterogeneous
and aggregate vectors. We use three state-of-the-art feature selec-
tion methods: (1) ReliefF, (2) correlation based selection, and (3)
consistency based selection. Results show that heterogeneous
vector performs better than different combinations of features
selected by the feature selection methods. In contrast, several com-
binations of features outperform an aggregate vector.

1.2. Overall gains our work brings to fixed text authentication field

Our work addresses a fundamental question – Which feature
vector, heterogeneous, aggregate, or a combination of both, is more
discriminative?

One way to address this question is to identify the best per-
forming feature vectors by empirically evaluating feature vectors
with different keystroke authentication methods. The problem
with this approach is that the performance of feature vectors can
vary widely across methods. For example, using the same feature
vector under the same evaluation conditions, Killourhy and
Maxion (2009) achieved the best equal error rate (0.096%) with a
Manhattan distance based method and the worst equal error rate
(0.829%) with a neural network (i.e., though the feature vector re-
mained same, the performance worsened 9.19 times when the
method changed). Therefore, conclusions based entirely on empir-
ical results are more reflective of how well ‘‘the methods’’ exploit
the feature vector rather than being reflective of the intrinsic abil-
ity of the feature vector to seperate users.

In contrast, in our theoretical analysis, we formulate the ‘‘dis-
criminability’’ of a feature vector as the Mahalanobis distance be-
tween the samples of different users. Because Mahalanobis
distance is a measure of the geometric distance between data sam-
ples, our formulation of discriminability closely reflects how well a
feature vector ‘‘physically’’ separates samples of different users.
Also, the insights gained from our theoretical analysis do not fluc-
tuate between methods.

Our work advances (Obaidat and Sadoun, 1997; Robinson et al.,
1998) in two ways:

1. Obaidat and Sadoun (1997) and Robinson et al. (1998)
explained the performance improvement of the combination
of features by stating that combining features increases the
dimensionality of a feature vector, which may result in better
discrimination of users. While the argument that higher dimen-
sionality may provide higher discriminability is not necessarily
true, the reason why heterogeneous feature vectors perform
better than aggregate vectors is that aggregation (e.g., adding
key hold and key interval latencies to form key press latencies)
may render two samples previously separable in the heteroge-
neous feature space to become inseparable in the aggregated
feature space. We clarify this reasoning with an intuitive exam-
ple and with the results of our feature selection analysis.

2. The argument that higher dimensionality may provide higher
discriminability is in itself incomplete without considering the
correlations (i.e., dependencies) between features. In our theo-
retical analysis, we compare the discriminability between het-
erogeneous and aggregate vectors assuming two types of
correlation structures. The first structure assumes equal corre-
lation among features. The second correlation structure assigns
higher correlation values to keystroke features of adjacent char-
acters. Under the second correlation structure, the difference in
the discriminability between heterogeneous and aggregate vec-
tors increases with the number of characters in the reference
text. Under the first correlation structure, the difference in the
discriminability between heterogeneous and aggregate vectors
peaks between 5 and 30 characters and then decreases gradu-
ally, suggesting that heterogeneous vectors perform better with
short (password and sentence type) reference texts. Our empir-
ical results further validate this point.

1.3. Organization of the rest of the paper

In Section 2 we review keystroke feature vectors. In Section 3
we present an intuitive example and theoretical analysis to com-
pare the discriminability of heterogeneous and aggregate vectors.
In Section 4 we present user recognition experiments and feature
selection analysis; and we discuss results. We conclude our work
in Section 5.
2. Review of keystroke feature vectors

Fig. 1 illustrates the key press (Pt,Ph,Pe) and key release
(Rt,Rh,Re) times obtained when the phrase ‘the’ is typed. The fol-
lowing keystroke features can be calculated from these times: (1)
key hold latencies of the letters ‘t’, ‘h’, and ‘e’ are calculated as



Pt Rt Ph Rh Pe Re Time

Fig. 1. Key press (Pt,Ph,Pe) and key release times (Rt,Rh,Re) obtained when the word
‘the’ is typed on the keyboard.
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KHt = Rt � Pt, KHh = Rh � Ph, and KHe = Re � Pe respectively, (2) key
interval latencies of the letter pairs ‘th’ and ‘he’ are calculated as
KIth = Ph � Rt and KIhe = Pe � Rh, respectively, (3) key press latencies
of ‘th’ and ‘he’ are calculated as KPth = Ph � Pt and KPhe = Pe � Ph,
and (4) trigraph latency of the letters ‘the’ is calculated as
Tthe = Pe � Pt.

A keystroke feature vector is homogeneous if it has either key
hold latencies only or key interval latencies only as its features. A
homogeneous vector is the simplest of all keystroke vectors and
is undecomposable. The vectors (KHt,KHh,KHe) and (KIth,KIhe) are
homogeneous vectors. A feature vector is heterogeneous if it has
both key hold and key interval latencies as features. The vector
(KHt,KIth,KHh,KIhe,KHe) is a heterogeneous vector. A feature vector
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Fig. 2. (a) Two classes occurring as well separated clusters in (x,y) joint feature space; (b)
of the two classes in (a) overlap when feature space is changed to a one-dimensional aggr
is an aggregate vector if its features are derived by aggregating key
hold and key interval latencies. A vector of key press latencies
(KPth,KPhe) is an aggregate vector because it is formed by adding
key hold and key interval latencies as KPth = KHt + KIth and KPhe =
KHh + KIhe. A vector of trigraphs, 4-graphs, or n-graphs is also an
aggregate vector.

Let ‘d’ be the number of characters in the reference text. The size
of a homogeneous vector generated by typing the reference text is
at most d with key press latencies and is at most (d � 1) with key
interval latencies. The size of a heterogeneous vector is at most
(2d � 1). The size of an aggregate vector is at most (d � 1) with
key press latencies and (d � 2) with trigraphs.

3. Discriminability in heterogeneous and aggregate vectors

In this section, we demonstrate how the aggregation of features
may decrease discriminability (i.e., class separability). Let x and y
represent two real-valued features; (x,y) represent the joint fea-
ture space; and z = x + y.

Fig. 2(a) shows a hypothetical XOR type classification problem
(Duda et al., 2000) in which samples were generated using Normal
distributions with mean vectors [1.5,1.5] and [7.5,7.5] for Class I
and [1.5,7.5] and [7.5,1.5] for Class II and identity covariance
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matrices. In Fig. 2(a), though the densities of the two classes heav-
ily overlap when the features x and y are considered individually,
the classes are well separated in the (x,y) joint feature space.
Fig. 2(b) plots samples generated using Normal distribution with
mean vectors [2.5,2.5] for Class I, [4.5,3.0] for Class II, and a com-
mon covariance matrix [0.50.45;0.450.5]. The correlation coeffi-
cient between x and y is 0.9. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the point that
classes can be well-separated in (x,y) joint feature space even
when x and y are highly correlated.

Fig. 2(c) and (d) plots the samples in Fig. 2(a) and (b) respec-
tively on a one-dimensional feature space z = x + y. Fig. 2(c) and
(d) illustrate how the classes that were well separated in (x,y) joint
feature space overlap in z feature space, indicating that the (x,y)
joint feature space may have higher discriminability than the z fea-
ture space.

Because heterogeneous feature space is a joint feature space of
key hold and key interval latencies, whereas an aggregate feature
space is a feature space of key press latencies (or trigraphs) formed
by adding key hold and key interval latencies, the addition of fea-
tures may reduce discriminability, as illustrated through Fig. 2
Next, we present a theoretical analysis to compare the discrimina-
bility of heterogeneous and aggregate vectors.

3.1. Theoretical analysis

We present a theoretical analysis on the discriminability of het-
erogeneous and aggregate keystroke vectors using an estimate of
Bhattacharya distance. Let x1 and x2 be two classes with prior
probabilities p(x1) and p(x2), respectively. Let X be a d-dimen-
sional feature vector in Rd. Let p(Xjx1) and p(Xjx2) be the condi-
tional densities. Kailath (1967) showed that the Bayes
classification error is upper bounded by p(x1)p(x2) BX, where
BX ¼

R ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pðXjx1ÞpðXjx2Þ

p
dX is the Bhattacharya distance between

the classes in the feature space X. Assuming equal priors, a higher
BX corresponds to higher discriminability (or separability) between
classes x1 and x2 and lower classification error. In the following
section, we generalize the result of Heydorn (1967) to show that
BX is the Mahalanobis distance between the samples from the clas-
ses x1 and x2. For simplicity, we consider only two classes. Exten-
sion to the multi-class case is straight forward using the
formulation in (Lainiotis, 1969).

3.1.1. Bhattacharya distance with Parzen estimates
Let {X1, . . . ,Xn} 2x1 and X 01; . . . ;X0n

� �
2 x2 be d-dimensional

training vectors. Let the Parzen window estimates of conditional
densities be

pðXjx1Þ � p̂ðXjx1Þ ¼
1
n

Xn

i¼1

/ðX � Xi;h1Þ and pðXjx2Þ � p̂ðXjx2Þ

¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1

/ X � X 0i; h2
� �

;

where the window function obeys /(X,h) P 0 and
R

/ðX;hÞdX ¼ 1.
The width parameter h is a function of n such that limn?1h(n) = 0
and limn?1nhd(n) = 0. Parzen (1962) showed that p̂ðXjxÞ converges
to the true density p(Xjx) if /(X,h) and h are chosen properly. By
assuming the window function to be a d-dimensional Gaussian,1

the result of Heydorn (1967) can be generalized with arbitrary
covariance matrices to show that the Bhattacharya distance BX is
proportional to
1 With enough samples, Parzen window estimates converge to arbitrary targe
densities, irrespective of the choice of the window function /(�) and the width
parameter h (see Duda et al., 2000).
t

R ¼ 1
8nh1h2

� �Xn

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

ðXi � X 0jÞ
T R1 þ R2

2

	 
�1

ðXi � X0jÞ

þ 1
2

ln
R1þR2

2

�� ��ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1j j R2j j

p ; ð1Þ

where ‘‘R’’ represents the discriminability or the degree of separa-
tion between the samples {X1, . . . ,Xn} of class x1 and the samples

X01; . . . ;X 0n
� �

of class x2, R1 represents the covariance matrix of class
x1, and R2 represents the covariance matrix of class x2. We choose
to estimate Bhattacharya distance with Parzen window estimates to
avoid making restrictive assumptions that the conditional probabil-
ities P(Xjx1) and P(Xjx2) originate from specific distributions. By
assuming R1 = R2 = R, R in (1) becomes the Mahalonobis distance
between the training vectors of classes x1 and x2. Because it is dif-
ficult to compute R for an arbitrary covariance matrix, we follow the
approach taken by Jain and Waller (1978) and assume that R is a
Toeplit matrix (Gray, 2006). In our analysis, we consider two Toep-
litz matrices:

A ¼

1 q q � � � q
q 1 q � � � q
q q 1 � � � q

..

. . .
. ..

.

q q q � � � 1

2
66666664

3
77777775

d�d

and

B ¼

1 q q2 � � � qd�1

q 1 q � � � qd�2

q2 q 1 � � � qd�3

..

. . .
. ..

.

qd�1 qd�2 qd�3 � � � 1

2
66666664

3
77777775

d�d

; ð2Þ

where q is the correlation between features. (See Jain and Waller
(1978) for the inverse of A and B.)

If R = A (i.e., assuming all keystroke features have the same cor-
relation), (1) becomes

RA;d ¼
1

8nh1h2

� �Xn

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

ad

Xd

k¼1

xik � x0jk
� 2

 

þ2bd

X
m¼1:d

l¼mþ1:d

xim � x0jm
� 

ðxil � x0jlÞ

1
CCA; ð3Þ

where RA,d is the discriminability between classes x1 and x2 when
R = A and d is the dimensionality of the vectors Xi and X 0j, (xi1,

xi2, . . . ,xid) and x0j1; x
0
j2; . . . ; x0jd

� 
are the features of vectors Xi and X0j

respectively, ad ¼ 1þðd�2Þq
1þðd�2Þq�ðd�1Þq2 and bd ¼ �q

1þðd�2Þq�ðd�1Þq2. If R = B

(i.e., assuming that the correlation between keystroke features from
adjacent characters in the reference phrase is higher than the corre-
lation between keystroke features from non-adjacent characters),
(1) becomes

RB;d ¼
1

8nh1h2

� �Xn

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

a
X
k¼1;d

xik � x0jk
� 2

þ c
Xd�1

k¼2

xik � x0jk
� 2

 

þ2b
X

m¼1:d
l¼mþ1

xim � x0jm
� 

xil � x0jl
� 

1
CCA; ð4Þ

where RB,d is the discriminability between classes x1 and x2 when
R = B and d is the dimensionality of the vectors Xi and

X0j; ðxi1; xi2; . . . ; xidÞ and x0j1; x
0
j2; . . . ; x0jd

� 
are the features of vectors
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Xi and X0j respectively, a ¼ 1
1�q2 ; c ¼ 1þq2

1�q2, and b ¼ �q
1�q2. Jain and

Waller (1978) calculated ad, bd, a, c, and b.
In the following section, we use (3) and (4) to compare the dis-

criminability of heterogeneous and aggregate vectors.

3.1.2. Heterogeneous versus aggregate feature vectors
A heterogeneous vector has both key hold and key interval

latencies as features. We consider an aggregate vector with key
press latencies as features. Let d be the number of characters in
the reference phrase. With d characters, there will be (2d � 1) fea-
tures in the heterogeneous vector and (d � 1) features in the aggre-
gate vector.

Let Xi = (xi1, . . . ,xid), i = 1, . . . ,n denote a key hold vector belong-

ing to x1 and X 0j ¼ x0j1; . . . ; x0jd
� 

, j = 1, . . . ,n denote a key hold vector

belonging to x2. Let Yi = (yi1, . . . ,yid) denote a key interval vector

belonging to x1 and Y 0j ¼ y0j1; . . . ; y0jðd�1Þ

� 
, j = 1, . . . ,n denote a key

interval vector belonging to x2. The feature vectors (Xi,Yi) =

(xi1, . . . ,xid,yi1, . . . ,yi(d�1)) and X 0j;Y
0
j

� 
¼ x0j1; . . . ; x0jd; y

0
j1; . . . ; y0jðd�1Þ

� 
represent heterogeneous vectors of x1 and x2 respectively. The

feature vectors Zi = (xi1 + yi1, . . . ,xi(d�1) + yi(d�1)) and Z0j ¼ x0j1þ
�

y0j1; . . . ; x0jðd�1Þ þ y0jðd�1ÞÞ represent aggregate vectors of x1 and x2,
respectively.

To simplify our analysis, for all samples of x1 and x2, we assume
(as done in Jain and Waller (1978)) that the difference between key
hold latencies and the difference between key interval latencies is
the same, i.e., xi1 � x0j1 ¼ xi2 � x0j2 ¼ � � � ¼ xid � x0jd ¼ r and
yi1 � y0j1 ¼ yi2 � y0j2 ¼ � � � ¼ yid � y0jd ¼ r, i = 1, . . . ,n and j = 1 . . . ,n.

Assuming R = A, the Mahalanobis distance (3) between the clas-
ses x1 and x2 with heterogeneous vectors (Xi,Yi), i = 1, . . . ,n and

X 0j;Y
0
j

� 
, j = 1, . . . ,n is

RA;2d�1 ¼
1

8nh1h2

� �Xn

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

½a2d�1ð2d�1Þr2þ2b2d�1r2ð2d�1Þðd�1Þ�

¼ K½a2d�1ð2d�1Þþ2b2d�1ð2d�1Þðd�1Þ� ð5Þ

and the Mahalanobis distance between x1 and x2 with aggregate
feature vectors Zi, i = 1, . . . ,n and Z0j, ðX

0
j; Y

0
jÞ is

RA;d�1 ¼ K½ad�1ðd� 1Þ þ bd�1ðd� 1Þðd� 2Þ�: ð6Þ

The difference between the discriminability of heterogeneous and
aggregate vectors is

D1 ¼ RA;2d�1 � RA;d�1: ð7Þ
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Fig. 3. Number of characters ‘‘d’’ in the reference text versus the difference (‘‘D1’’) be
(correlation) varies from 0.02 to 0.1 and (b) when q varies from 0.1 to 0.4. The number
Fig. 3(a) shows how D1 varies with the number of characters when
the correlation between features is small. For example, when
q = 0.02, D1 increases steadily until about 30 characters and then
gradually decreases thereafter; indicating that for short reference
phrases, heterogeneous features offer more discrimination than
aggregate features. However, as the number of characters in the ref-
erence phrase increase, the difference in the discriminability of het-
erogeneous and aggregate vectors decreases. Fig. 3(b) shows how
D1 varies with d when there are stronger correlations between fea-
tures. Unlike the gradual raise and decrease observed in Fig. 3(a), D1

in Fig. 3(b) increases more steeply within 10 characters and de-
creases thereafter. As the q value increases from 0.1 to 0.4, D1 de-
creases more rapidly as the number of characters increase.

Assuming R = B, the Mahalanobis distance (4) between x1 and
x2 with heterogeneous vectors (Xi,Yi), i = 1, . . . ,n, and ðX 0j;Y

0
jÞ,

j = 1, . . . ,n is

RB;2d�1 ¼
1

8nh1h2

� �Xn

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

½2ar2 þ cð2d� 3Þr2 þ 4bðd� 1Þr2�

¼ K½2aþ cð2d� 3Þ þ 4bðd� 1Þ� ð8Þ

and the Mahalanobis distance between x1 and x2 with aggregate
vectors Zi, i = 1, . . . ,n and Z0j, j = 1, . . . ,n is

RB;d�1 ¼ K½2aþ cðd� 3Þ þ bðd� 1Þ�: ð9Þ

The difference between the discriminability of heterogeneous and
aggregate vectors is

D2 ¼ RB;2d�1 � RB;d�1: ð10Þ

When R = B, Fig. 4 shows that D2 increases as the number of
characters in the reference phrase increase. The increase in D2 is
more pronounced for small correlation values (i.e., when q is be-
tween 0.1 and 0.3). As q increases, D2 becomes flatter, indicating
that the difference between heterogeneous and aggregate features
reduces as the correlation between features increases.

In summary, our theoretical analysis shows that heterogeneous
vector (with key press and key interval latencies as features) has
higher discriminability than aggregate vector (with key press
latencies as features). Under the assumption that features are
equally correlated, heterogeneous vector has higher discriminabil-
ity than aggregate vectors for short (5–30 character) reference
texts when small q values (0.03–1.0) are assumed. For larger q val-
ues (0.15–0.4), the difference in discriminability rapidly decreases
as the length of the reference text increases. Under the assumption
that features of adjacent characters in the reference text are more
correlated than features of non-adjacent characters, the difference
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in discriminability increases with the length of the reference text,
albeit modestly for higher q values.

Next, we present experiments and discuss results.
Table 2
Recognition accuracies of naive Bayes (NB) and tree augmented naive Bayes (TAN)
classifiers with homogeneous, heterogeneous, and aggregate feature vectors and their
combinations.

Feature vector Features Percentage accuracy (rank)

NB TAN

Homogeneous KH 77.205 (6) 72.394 (7)
KI 82.5888 (5) 83.2761 (5)

Aggregate KP 74.9141 (7) 75.4868 (6)
Trigraph 42.9553 (8) 44.559 (8)

Heterogeneous KH, KI 94.1581 (2) 93.5853 (2)

Homogeneous and aggregate KH, KP 92.3253 (3) 92.4399 (3)
KI, KP 88.3162 (4) 88.5452 (4)

Heterogeneous and aggregate KH, KI, KP 95.8763 (1) 95.8763 (1)
4. Experiments and results

4.1. Dataset

The dataset used in the experiments was collected at Louisiana
Tech University’s computer science laboratory during November–
December 2002 and was used in our earlier work (Sheng et al.,
2005). Here, we briefly discuss the dataset. For a detailed descrip-
tion, see Sheng et al. (2005).

Keystroke patterns were collected using a program developed
in Microsoft Foundation Classes. Forty-three users participated in
the data collection process. We used ‘‘master of science in com-
puter science’’ as the reference text. We used this particular sen-
tence because: (1) it was easy to remember and simple to type
for most users, given that the 43 users were mainly graduate stu-
dents in Computer Science and (2) we wanted a sentence that was
neither too short nor too long. If the sentence is too short, we
would have only a few features to work with. If the sentence is
too long, enrollment becomes time consuming and tiresome for
the users.

Previous studies (e.g., Joyce and Gupta, 1990) have shown that
familiarity with the text helps produce consistent typing patterns.
To familiarize with the text before enrollment, we encouraged the
users to practice typing the text as many times as they wished.
Once the users became comfortable with the text, they were asked
to type the text nine times for enrollment.

In a real-world scenario, users access computers at their own
will and convenience. To simulate this, authentication samples
were collected at the convenience and availability of the users.
Users were allowed to provide as many samples as they wanted
over a period of three weeks. Unfortunately, out of the 43 enrolled,
10 never returned to provide authentication samples. For authen-
tication, we collected 873 samples from 33 users with each user
providing between 6 and 102 samples. The average number of
authentication samples per user was 26.45 with 21.006 standard
deviation.

During enrollment and authentication, the program forced
users to retype the reference text from the beginning if they made
a typo or pressed DELETE or BACKSPACE keys. Typing the reference
text yielded 32 key hold latencies and 26 key interval latencies. All
latencies involving the SPACE key were ignored.

4.2. Classifiers for user recognition

We used four classifiers for user recognition: naive Bayes
(Mitchell, 1997), tree augmented naive Bayes (Friedman et al.,
1997), k-nearest neighbor (Duda et al., 2000), and ridge logistic
regression (leCessie and vanHouwelingen, 1992). We choose these
classifiers because: they are among the most popular in the classi-
fication literature; are known to address both linear (naive Bayes
and ridge logistic regression) and non-linear (tree augmented na-
ive Bayes and k-nearest neighbor) classification problems; and
were readily available in WEKA machine learning software (Witten
and Frank, 2005). The classifiers were trained on the nine enroll-
ment samples provided by each of the 33 users. The 873 authenti-
cation samples were used as the test set. For naive Bayes and tree
augmented naive Bayes classifiers, features were discretized using
the method presented in (Fayyad and Irani, 1993).

4.3. User recognition results

We present user recognition results with homogeneous, heter-
ogeneous, and aggregate feature vectors and their combinations.
In our experiments, we considered eight feature vectors (see Table
2). They are: (1) two homogeneous vectors, one vector with key
hold (KH) latencies and another with key interval (KI) latencies;
(2) two aggregate vectors, one vector with key press (KP) latencies
and another with trigraphs; (3) a heterogeneous vector with KH
and KI latencies; (4) two combination vectors, one vector with
KH and KP latencies and another with KI and KP latencies; and
(5) a combination vector with KH, KI, and KP latencies.

In Table 2, we show the user recognition accuracies of naive
Bayes and tree augmented naive Bayes classifiers. Both classifiers
achieve the highest accuracy with the combination feature vector
containing KH, KI, and KP latencies. The heterogeneous feature vec-
tor (i.e., [KH,KP]) achieves the second highest accuracy. The differ-
ence in accuracies of the winning feature vector and the
heterogeneous vector is 1.72% with naive Bayes and 2.3% with tree
augmented naive Bayes. Heterogeneous and combination (i.e.,
[KH,KP], [KI,KP], and [KH,KI,KP]) vectors clearly outperform
homogeneous and aggregate vectors by considerable margins.
The difference between accuracies of the heterogeneous vector
and the aggregate vector with KP latencies is 19.244% with naive
Bayes and 18.0985% with tree augmented naive Bayes. Trigraphs
have the lowest recognition accuracies.

In Fig. 5, we plot the differences in the recognition accuracies
when heterogeneous and aggregate (i.e., KP) vectors are used with
naive Bayes and tree augmented naive Bayes classifiers. The recog-
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nition accuracies were calculated by increasing the length of the
reference phrase, one character at a time. For example, the key-
stroke features of ‘‘m’’ were used to calculate the recognition accu-
racies at d = 1; the features of ‘‘ma’’ were used to calculate the
accuracies at d = 2; the features of ‘‘mas’’ were used to calculate
the accuracies at d = 3; and so on until d = 32. Fig. 5 shows that
the differences in accuracy peaks at 12 characters and decreases
gradually thereafter.

In Table 3, we show the user recognition accuracies of k-nearest
neighbor classifier, when k is set to 1, 3, and 5. When k is 3 and 5, the
k-nearest neighbor classifier achieves highest recognition accuracy
with the heterogeneous ([KH,KI]) vector. When k = 1, the [KH,KP]
combination vector has the highest recognition accuracy, followed
by the heterogeneous vector with 0.0873% accuracy difference.
With k-nearest neighbor classifier, the [KI,KP] combination feature
vector shows a lackluster performance, performing worse than the
homogeneous vectors. In contrast, the heterogeneous vector out-
performs homogeneous and aggregate vectors by considerable mar-
gins. The difference in accuracies of the heterogeneous vector and
the aggregate (KP) vector is 34.4788% when k = 1, 40.0917% when
k = 3, and 41.4662% when k = 5. The aggregate (KP and trigraph) vec-
tors have the lowest recognition accuracies.

In Fig. 6, we plot the differences in the recognition accuracies
when heterogeneous ([KH,KI]) and aggregate (KP) vectors are used
with k-nearest neighbor classifier. The plots in Fig. 6 show that the
difference in recognition accuracies increase with the number of
characters in the text. The ‘‘peaking’’ behavior observed with the
other classifiers, (see Figs. 5 and 7), did not occur with the k-nearest
neighbor classifier. A closer inspection of the data leading to the
plots revealed that, as the number of characters increased, the
Table 3
Recognition accuracies of the k-nearest neighbor classifier with homogeneous,
heterogeneous, and aggregate features and their combinations.

Feature vector Features Percentage accuracy (rank)

k = 1 k = 3 k = 5

Homogeneous KH 82.5888 (4) 83.2761 (4) 79.6105 (4)
KI 64.6048 (5) 57.6174 (6) 58.3047 (5)

Aggregate KP 51.7755 (7) 46.9645 (7) 45.5899 (7)
Trigraph 36.4261 (8) 36.3116 (8) 35.9679 (8)

Heterogeneous KH, KI 86.2543 (2) 87.0561 (1) 87.0561(1)

Homogeneous &
Aggregate

KH, KP 86.9416 (1) 85.567 (3) 84.6506 (3)
KI, KP 55.6701 (6) 55.5556 (5) 54.6392 (6)

Heterogeneous &
Aggregate

KH, KI,
KP

84.8797 (3) 86.5979 (2) 85.1088 (2)
accuracies of k-nearest neighbor with the KP vector increased at a
much slower rate compared to the accuracies with heterogeneous
vector. For example, as the number of characters increased from
17 to 32, the accuracy of k-nearest neighbor (k = 1) with KP vector
changed from 51.55% to 51.76%; while with heterogeneous vector,
it changed from 76.63% to 86.25%. Therefore, as the number of char-
acters increased, k-nearest neighbor classifier had higher accura-
cies with heterogeneous vector compared to the aggregate (KP)
vector, and the difference between them consistently increased.

In Table 4, we show the user recognition accuracies of ridge lo-
gistic regression classifier as the ridge parameter ‘‘r’’ varies from 0
to 1. The heterogeneous vector achieves the highest recognition
accuracy when r = {0.25,0.5,0.75,1.0} and achieves second highest
accuracy when r = 0. The combination vector [KH,KP] has the sec-
ond best overall performance. The difference in accuracies of the
heterogeneous feature vector and the aggregate (KP) vector ranges
from 25.6586%, when r = 0.25, to 27.9496%, when r = 0. Trigraphs
have the lowest recognition accuracies.

In Fig. 7, we plot the differences in the recognition accuracies
when heterogeneous and aggregate (KP) vectors are used with
ridge logistic regression classifier. The plots in Fig. 7 show that
when r is 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, the difference in accuracies peaks
between 8 and 10 characters and then begins to decrease as the
number of characters in the reference text increase. When r is 0,
the difference in accuracies peaks at 15 characters and then de-
creases gradually as the number of characters increase.



Table 4
Recognition accuracies of the ridge logistic regression classifier with homogeneous, heterogeneous, and aggregate features and their combinations. The ridge parameter is
denoted as r. The ranks are same when r = 0.25, r = 0.5, r = 0.75, and r = 1.

Feature vector Feature Percentage Accuracy (Rank)

r = 0 r = 0.25 r = 0.5 r = 0.75 r = 1

Homogeneous KH 77.4341 (4) 87.0561 (4) 87.1707 87.5143 88.6598
KI 69.4158 (5) 72.6231 (5) 72.9668 73.5395 73.8832

Aggregate KP 60.252 (7) 67.354 (7) 66.7812 65.7503 66.2085
Trigraph 30.9278 (8) 41.3517 (8) 39.5189 39.1753 37.8007

Heterogeneous KH, KI 88.2016 (2) 93.0126 (1) 92.8981 93.1271 93.4708

Homogeneous and aggregate KH, KP 88.6598 (1) 91.5235 (2) 91.7526 91.9817 91.9817
KI, KP 69.3013 (6) 73.3104 (6) 73.0813 73.1959 73.0813

Heterogeneous and aggregate KH, KI, KP 76.0596 (3) 89.3471 (3) 89.5762 89.8053 89.5762

Table 5
The composition of features in heterogeneous vector and in feature subsets
constructed using ReliefF, CFS, and CNS methods. Each subset contains 58 features.
The proportions of key hold, key interval, and key press latencies in a subset is
indicated in parenthesis.

Feature vector Key hold Key interval Key press

Heterogeneous 32 (55.17%) 26 (42.83%) –
ReliefF 32 (55.17%) 14 (24.14%) 12 (20.69%)
CFS + forward selection 19 (32.76%) 17 (29.31%) 22 (37.93%)
CFS + backward elimination 24 (41.38%) 17 (29.31%) 17 (29.31%)
CNS + forward selection 31 (53.45%) 26 (42.83%) 1 (1.72%)
CNS + backward elimination 7 (12.07%) 25 (43.10%) 26 (44.83%)
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In summary, the results show that the heterogeneous feature
vector (i.e., vector of key hold and key interval latencies) outper-
forms aggregate vectors (i.e., vectors with key press latencies or tri-
graphs as features). The heterogeneous vector consistently ranked
highest or second highest, while aggregate vectors performed worst
with all classifiers. Figs. 5–7 show that the difference between
heterogeneous and aggregate (key press) vectors peaked between
8 and 15 characters with naive Bayes, tree augmented naive Bayes,
and ridge logistic regression; and peaked at 30 characters with k-
nearest neighbor classifier. This strongly suggests that for short ref-
erence texts, a heterogeneous vector offers higher discriminability
than an aggregate vector. The heterogeneous vector consistently
outperformed [KH,KP] combination feature vector. However, over-
all the [KH,KP] combination vector performed better than [KI,KP]
and [KH,KI,KP] combination vectors. Though [KI,KP] and
[KH,KI,KP] vectors performed well with naive Bayes and tree aug-
mented naive Bayes classifiers, they showed suboptimal perfor-
mance with k-nearest neighbor and ridge logistic regression
classifiers, suggesting that the classifiers have varying degrees of
sensitivity to aggregation of features.

4.4. Feature selection analysis

In feature selection analysis, we compare the discriminability of
heterogeneous and aggregate feature vectors with feature subsets
obtained using three filter based feature selection methods. The
methods are: ReliefF, correlation based feature selection (CFS),
and consistency based feature selection (CNS). We choose these
methods for the following reasons: (1) the methods are state-of-
the-art and are often used in machine learning applications; (2)
each method selects features quite differently (i.e., ReliefF is an in-
stance based method, CFS uses a correlation criterion, and CNS uses
a consistency criterion); and (3) several studies (e.g., Hall et al.,
2003; Yang and Pedersen, 1997) have demonstrated the superior
performance of these methods. We briefly discuss the three feature
selection methods.

ReliefF (Kononenko, 1994) considers a feature as discriminative
if its values are as close as possible for instances of the same class
and are as different as possible for instances of different classes. In
each iteration, ReliefF selects an instance randomly and finds its
nearest neighbors from each class in the dataset. The values of
the features of the nearest neighbors are compared with the se-
lected instance and the difference between the values is used to
update relevance scores for each feature. After a predefined num-
ber of iterations, features with the highest relevance scores are
selected.

Correlation based feature selection (Hall, 2000) method selects
features that have the maximum correlation (or dependence) with
the class and simultaneously, have the minimum correlation with
already selected features. Several types of correlation based feature
selection methods have been proposed in the literature (e.g., Kwak
and Choi, 2002; Battiti, 1994). We use the CFS method of Hall
(2000).

Consistency based feature selection method searches for a com-
bination of features whose values partition the data into subsets
containing a single class majority (i.e., the method searches for fea-
ture subsets with strong class purity). Entropy, inconsistency mea-
sure (Liu and Setiono, 1996), and information gain can be used to
measure the consistency of a feature subset. In our experiments,
we use the consistency measure used in (Hall et al., 2003).

Different search strategies (e.g., exhaustive, forward selection,
backward elimination, floating forward selection, and floating
backward elimination) can be used in conjunction with CFS and
CNS. An exhaustive search over the feature space is the only strat-
egy that guarantees an optimal subset. However, because of its
combinatorial complexity, an exhaustive search can become
impractical even for a modest number of features. Sequential for-
ward selection and backward elimination select (eliminate) one
feature at a time and are computationally very attractive strate-
gies. However, because a feature cannot be added or removed once
selected, these strategies suffer from nesting problems. Floating
forward selection and floating backward elimination are similar
to a sequential search, but with the property to backtrack the addi-
tion or deletion of features (and therefore, do not suffer as much
from nesting problems). However, the problem with floating
search is that it may not select the desired number of features.

In our feature selection analysis, we used sequential forward
selection and backward elimination strategies in conjunction with
CFS and CNS methods. The reason for choosing these strategies is
that they ensure that the feature subsets contain the specified
number of features. ReliefF ranks each individual feature and
therefore is not associated with any search strategy.

4.5. Results of feature selection analysis

We used the feature selection methods to construct feature sub-
sets from a pool of 84 features containing 32 key press, 26 key
interval, and 26 key press latencies. We varied the number of fea-
tures in a subset based on which vector the subset is being



Table 6
Comparison of recognition accuracies with heterogeneous vector and with feature subsets constructed by ReliefF, CFS, and CNS methods. Accuracies of feature subsets which are
higher than the heterogeneous vector are underlined. NN denotes nearest neighbor classifier and LR denotes ridge logistic regression.

Method Heterogeneous (KH,KI) ReliefF CFS (FS) CNS (FS) CFS (BE) CNS (BE)

Naive Bayes 94.1581 94.1581 94.3872 93.5853 88.0871 89.2325

TAN 93.5853 94.3872 90.2635 93.8144 88.8889 89.2325

NN (k = 1) 86.2543 86.4834 82.7033 85.3379 76.6323 65.6357

NN (k = 3) 87.0561 86.9416 82.9324 87.1707 77.5487 64.7194
NN (k = 5) 87.0561 84.5361 82.1306 85.567 77.8923 66.5521
LR (r = 0.0) 88.2016 83.5052 78.3505 84.9943 77.0905 73.425
LR (r = 0.25) 93.0126 89.4616 88.4307 92.5544 86.0252 78.236
LR (r = 0.50) 92.8981 89.3471 88.0871 92.5544 86.0252 78.0069
LR (r = 0.75) 93.1271 89.3471 88.2016 92.5544 86.0252 78.5796
LR (r = 1.0) 93.4708 89.2325 88.3162 92.7835 86.0252 78.8087
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compared to, i.e., we compare subsets containing 26 features with
an aggregate vector containing 26 key press latencies. Similarly, we
compare subsets containing 58 features with the heterogeneous
vector containing 32 key hold and 26 key interval latencies.

In Table 5, we show the number and proportion of key hold, key
interval, and key press latencies in each subset constructed by the
Table 7
The composition of features in an aggregate vector and in feature subsets constructed
using ReliefF, CFS, and CNS methods. Each subset contains 26 features. The
proportions of key hold, key interval, and key press latencies in a subset is indicated
in parenthesis.

Feature vector Key hold Key interval Key press

Aggregate (key press) – – 26 (100%)
ReliefF 26 (100%) – –
CFS + forward selection 7 (26.92%) 10 (38.46%) 9 (34.61%)
CFS + backward elimination 12 (46.15%) 1 (3.85%) 13 (50.0%)
CNS + forward selection 23 (88.46%) 1 (3.85%) 2 (7.69%)
CNS + backward elimination 0 1 (3.85%) 25 (96.15%)

Table 8
Comparison of recognition accuracies with aggregate vector and with feature subsets con
higher than the aggregate vector are underlined. NN denotes nearest neighbor classifier a

Method Aggregate KP ReliefF CF

Naive Bayes 74.9141 73.0813 89
TAN 75.4868 69.3013 84
NN (k = 1) 51.7755 79.6105 70
NN (k = 3) 46.9645 84.9943 70
NN (k = 5) 45.5899 79.9542 72
LR (r = 0.0) 60.252 70.4467 75
LR (r = 0.25) 67.354 84.4215 79
LR (r = 0.50) 66.7812 85.4525 80
LR (r = 0.75) 65.7503 86.3688 80
LR (r = 1.0) 66.2085 86.827 80

Table 9
Comparison of feature vector performance when short and long reference texts were used

Text length Paper Feature vector perform

Short (6–32 character user IDs,
passwords, and sentences)

Hosseinzadeh and
Krishnan (2008)

Achieved best performa
Achieved worst perform

Arajo et al. (2005) Achieved best performa
combination vector

Obaidat and Sadoun
(1997)

Achieved best results (0
homogeneous vectors

Sheng et al. (2005) Achieved 1.44% FAR at
Yu and Cho (2003) Achieved best result (0

based feature selection

Long (683 character paragraph) Bergandano et al.
(2002)

Achieved best results (
vector
feature selection methods. The feature selection methods created
quite diverse subsets. ReliefF and CNS (forward selection) selected
more than 75% of features from key hold and key interval latencies;
CNS (backward elimination) selected about 87% of features from
key interval and key press latencies; and CFS (forward and back-
ward) selected roughly 30% of features from all three latencies.

In Table 6, we compare the accuracies of heterogeneous vector
with feature vectors obtained by ReliefF, CFS, and CNS methods. In
only three instances (underlined in Table 6), the accuracies of het-
erogeneous vector are less than the accuracies of the features se-
lected by the feature selection methods. Even in these three
instances, the difference in the accuracies is small, ranging be-
tween 0.23% and 0.80%. Overall, the accuracies in Table 6, indicate
that heterogeneous vector, in most cases, is better than different
equal-sized vectors obtained from the feature selection methods.
In Table 7, we show the number and proportion of key hold, key
interval, and key press latencies in each subset constructed by
the feature selection methods. ReliefF selected all key hold laten-
cies; CNS (forward selection) selected 23 of 26 features from key
structed by ReliefF, CFS, and CNS methods. Accuracies of feature subsets which are
nd LR denotes ridge logistic regression.

S (FS) CNS (FS) CFS (BE) CNS (BE)

.2325 93.6999 53.8373 74.4559

.7652 93.4708 55.0974 74.4559

.2176 84.5361 54.7537 50.5155

.9049 83.8488 57.6174 45.1317

.966 83.6197 56.9301 43.8717

.8305 76.6323 49.1409 58.4192

.7251 86.7125 68.0412 66.7812

.1833 86.827 69.1867 65.9794

.8706 86.5979 69.7595 65.5212

.756 86.7125 69.1867 64.7194

for fixed text keystroke authentication.

ance

nce (4.3% FAR at 4.8% FRR) with key hold and key release combination vector.
ance (21.9% FAR at 2.3% FRR) with aggregate (key press) vector
nce (1.89% FAR at 1.45% FRR) with key hold, key interval, and key press

% FAR at 0%FRR) with heterogenous vector. Heterogeneous vector outperformed

7.79% FRR with a heterogeneous vector. Other vectors were not tested
% FAR at 3.54% FRR) with a heterogeneous vector selected using SVM wrapper

0% FAR at 7.27% FRR) and (0.0028% FAR at 5.91% FRR) with aggregate (trigraph)
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hold latencies; CNS (backward elimination) selected 25 of 26 fea-
tures from key press latencies; CFS (forward selection) selected
roughly 30% of its features from all three latencies; and CFS (back-
ward elimination) selected almost 50% of its features from key hold
latencies and another 50% from key press latencies.

In Table 8, we compare the accuracies of aggregate (key press)
vector with vectors obtained by ReliefF, CFS, and CNS methods.
The features selected by CFS (forward) and CNS (forward) outper-
form the aggregate vector by considerable margins. The features
selected by ReliefF, except with naive Bayes and tree augmented
naive Bayes classifiers, outperforms the aggregate vector. Also,
the features selected with CFS (backward) perform better than
the aggregate vector with nearest neighbor and ridge logistic
regression classifier. Overall, the comparison demonstrates that
discriminability can be considerably improved by choosing differ-
ent combinations of features (e.g., 7 key hold, 10 key interval, and 9
key press latencies chosen by CFS forward selection) instead of
using key press latencies alone as features.
5. Conclusions

We revisit the question raised in the Introduction – which fea-
ture vector, heterogeneous, aggregate, or a combination of both, is
more discriminative? The answer is that a heterogeneous vector
has higher discriminability than an aggregate vector, especially
when the reference text is short. However, as the length of the text
increases, the difference in the discriminability between heteroge-
neous and aggregate vectors tends to decrease. We observed this
phenomenon in our theoretical analysis (Fig. 3), when we assumed
equal correlation among features, and also in our user recognition
results (Figs. 5 and 7).

Recognition accuracies reported in Tables 2–4 show that
[KH,KP] and [KH,KI,KP] combination vectors consistently outper-
formed aggregate vectors. Because the dimensionality of [KH,KP]
and [KH,KI,KP] vectors is considerably higher than the aggregate
vectors, (i.e., 26 features in key press vector compared to 56 in
[KH,KP] and 84 in [KH,KI,KP]), one can argue that the higher
dimensionality alone has contributed to the superior performance
of combination vectors. However, the results of feature selection
analysis dismiss this argument. Table 8 shows that the aggregate
vector is consistently outperformed by different combinations of
‘‘equal-sized’’ feature subsets (containing 26 features), suggesting
that aggregation inherently causes loss in discriminability. On
the other hand, results from our user recognition and feature selec-
tion experiments show that heterogeneous vector performs better
than combination vectors in most cases.

Our results are consistent with the results reported in the fixed
text authentication literature. In several studies, which used short
reference texts, the best performance was achieved with heteroge-
neous or combination vectors. On the other hand, Bergandano et al.
(2002) used a lengthy reference text (683 character paragraph) and
reported good results with an aggregate (trigraph) vector. In Table
9, we summarize the feature vector performance of some fixed text
authentication studies. However, it should be noted that the com-
parison of feature vectors based on the results reported in the lit-
erature is more suggestive than conclusive. The problem with
relying on these results alone is that there are too many differences
in the evaluation conditions (e.g., size of reference phrases, training
sample sizes, number of testing attempts, updating training sam-
ples, etc.) that make comparisons across studies impractical.

In this study, we addressed a fundamental question concerning
the discriminability of heterogeneous and aggregate keystroke vec-
tors, from three complementary perspectives – intuitive reasoning,
theoretical analysis, and empirical validation. We opine that the in-
sights gained from our work will benefit practitioners and
researchers of keystroke dynamics, by indicating when it is appro-
priate to use heterogeneous and aggregate vectors for fixed text
keystroke authentication.
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